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What is ELTRES ?

ELTRES is a Low Power Wide Area (LPWA) communication technology developed by Sony for the Internet 

of Things (IoT) age. Utilizing Sony’s extensive signal processing experience combined with innovative 

new technology, ELTRES can achieve stable communication at distances over 100 km, speeds of more 

than 100 km/h, whilst operating with a very low power consumption enabling battery-operation. 

ELTRES is particularly suited to outdoor applications since it contains a built-in Global Navigation Satellite 

System (GNSS) receiver. Data is protected with physical layer encryption to ensure no-one can steal or 

modify application payload data.

How does ELTRES achieve this ?

In this technology whitepaper, we outline some of the major technology points that contribute to the 

stable communication and high-speed reception in ELTRES networks.
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GNSS Synchronization

A notable feature of the ELTRES module is that it uses the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) 

built-in, which means that an additional external GNSS chip is not needed for positioning. Additionally, 

ELTRES makes use of the GNSS signals to ensure accurate synchronization of the transmitter and 

the receiver. This is shown in the illustration below where the Time-of-Day (ToD) is extracted from 

the GNSS signal. The ToD accuracy range is ±100μs. Frequency correction is based on the pulse per 

second output from GNSS time. The frequency correction of the crystal oscillator (TCXO) allows 

carrier synchronization to a very high accuracy of approximately ±10 Hz. This leads to high sensitivity 

reception and high frequency utilization e�ciency.
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Frame Format Technology

In an ELTRES transmission, four bursts of the same data are sent within one 20 second period. Each 

burst is approximately 393ms. The frame format of each burst is shown in the figure below. It comprises 

of 128-bit user payload, 24-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) and 32-bit MAC-protocol-ID (MID). 

The payload is available for use by the end user application, for example to send data from external 

sensors and transmit the location of the device. The MID is used to uniquely identify each transmitter 

and the CRC is used to detect any errors in the received payload. In total this is 184 bits of data, 

which is repeated twice within each frame. In addition to error detection, error correction capability 

is provided by a strong Low Density Parity Check (LPDC) forward error correcting code specifically 

designed for ELTRES. The 1/4 code rate means there are 552 parity bits for the 184 data bits. 

Additionally, there are 832 synchronization bits that form one third of the total bits of each frame. 

These synchronization bits are spread throughout the frame, enabling high speed reception, even 

at speeds exceeding 100 km/h.
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Chirp Multiplexing and Frequency Hopping

Within each 5 second interval, there are 625 possible grid positions available for an ELTRES 

transmission. The spacing between transmissions is only 8ms. Even with overlapping transmissions, 

successful reception is possible since ELTRES uses accurate GNSS synchronization. This means that the 

number of bursts that can be transmitted is greater than competitive technologies, allowing greater 

frequency utilization e�ciency, higher scalability, and improved system capacity. For example, in 

Europe ELTRES can use 17 channels with 5625 unique slots per channel, for a total of 95625 slots. 

Comparatively, this is approximately 3.5 times more than Sigfox when 

transmitting a 96-bit payload, and approximately 7 and 50 times more 

slots than LoRaWAN (SF9) and (SF12) for the same 128-bit transmission. 

Frequency diversity is utilized to improve robustness of transmissions. The transmitted signal changes 

frequency, that is it is “chirped” at a chirp rate of approximately 387.4 kHz/s. For each transmission in a 

200 kHz channel bandwidth, approximately 160 kHz is occupied. The use of a chirp allows 

narrow-band modulation to be employed which contributes to the low-power consumption and high 

sensitivity of ELTRES.

Additionally, to achieve macro frequency diversity, frequency hopping is performed by sending repeated 

copies of the data, allowing the transmission to avoid strong interference on a particular frequency.
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High Speed Operation / Receiver Processing

At the ELTRES receiver, channel estimation and synchronization correction are performed by using 

the spectrum of the sync signal. In the graphic below an actual example of the spectrum of a sync 

signal from a transmitter on a moving Shinkansen train is shown. Once noise is removed, the spectral 

components in excess of the noise level are extracted and the necessary phase correction is estimated. 

It can be seen before the phase correction; the de-chirped signal constellation has heavy distortion 

due to multipath fading; but after using the channel estimated phase most of the phase degradation 

can be compensated and the π/2 BPSK constellation can be clearly recognized. See [1] for more 

details.
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MRC (Time Diversity)

Each ELTRES transmission burst is repeated four times which enables time diversity reception. 

Specifically, a technique called maximal ratio combining (MRC) is used at the receiver to combine 

the signals from all four repeated transmission bursts to successfully decode the signal, even when 

each individual transmission burst may be very weak. This enables high sensitivity at very long 

distances.

Channel Encryption

Every transmitted packet is protected by 128-bit encryption using the block cipher ISO/IEC 29192-2 

“CLEFIA” [6] from the ELTRES transmitter to the receiver. From there any data transmitted over the 

Internet can use, for example, the MQTTS messaging protocol to make sure no-one can see or 

modify the application payload data.
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ELTRES Module

The following graphic shows the functional diagram of an ELTRES transmitter module and connections 

to peripheral parts. For a complete IoT device, all that is needed in addition to the module are GNSS and 

LPWA antennas and a battery to power the module. Depending on the required application, external 

sensors can be easily connected through an external host microcontroller, which can generate and 

send application payload data to the ELTRES CXM150x module for transmission.

Device Development Kit

To enable quick development of new ELTRES enabled devices, a device development kit (DDK) is 

available. The DDK consists of a board with the ELTRES module (CXM150xGR-DK), a board containing a 

host microcontroller (NUCLEO-L073RZ), as well as LPWA and GNSS antennas which can be combined 

into a small hardware package, shown in the picture below. In addition, module data sheets, IoT device 

design guidelines, a software development kit (SDK) and manuals are provided.
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ELTRES Trial Kit

Sony has made available an ELTRES trial kit to allow evaluation of ELTRES technology. The trial kit 

consists of a base station (including all necessary components such as LPWA antenna, GNSS 

antenna, 3G/LTE antenna, and amplifier) and up to 10 multi-sensing transmitter units (MSU). Each 

MSU is equipped with various built-in sensors including position, temperature, humidity, 3-axis 

accelerometer, and battery level. Using the trial kit, operators can confirm in their planned environment 

the reception quality over varying channel conditions. 
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